
YOU CAN ORDER JUST  1 

1 is our starting point  
and we deliver to you  

1 to 1 zillion always with care.

WE ARE  A  CREATIVE  TEAM

We see the world in colours,  
shapes and happiness.

SHIP  GLOBALLY

There are no borders.  
We can come to you  

wherever you are.

Corporate Gifting
We are here to deliver remarkable, thoughtfully curated gifts that leave lasting impressions.
Let’s work on something together and offer a gift that will stand out and get people talking.

LET ’S  WORK ON  
SOMETHING TOGETHER

KOKU Concept is all about joining 
forces, working together with you to  
bring out the best possible outcome.

CUSTOM IDEAS

We see you and bring out  
the idea you need and want.

PERSONALIZED 
SERVICE

We can design and manufacture  
gifts to your exact specifications.

FAQ’S  ABOUT

Corporate gifting
What is KOKU Concept’s corporate gifting service? 

We provide high-end unique gifting ideas. From company events, 

employees recognition to a one off gift for a top client.

How can we contact you? 

You can reach us on +30 210 5737842 Monday to Friday 

09.30-17.30 (+2GMT) and at sales@kokuconcept.com 
 

Is there a minimum order? 

No there isn’t. The philosophy of our brand is the flexibility of  

customizing just a single piece to a large amount depending on  

our client’s needs.

How personalized can my order be? 

Based on the brief we can incorporate logos, names, initials, word-

ing in different techniques and colours. We offer fully custom prod-

ucts & packaging if this is required.

Can I order a sample or proof of the idea discussed? 

Yes! We can send through email an initial pdf maquette with the cus-

tomized details. We can also share with you similar ideas we have 

already made. Depending on the project there is also the possibility 

of making an actual sample with all customizations requested.

Do you ship globally? 

Yes we do.

How long does it take to receive the order? 

It depends on the project’s complexity and size. Always at the initial 

conversation with the customer, the delivery date is one of our first 

questions in order to see if it is feasible.

What type of payments do you accept? 

Bank transfers or you can choose to pay by credit card.
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SOCIAL  AWARENESS

Toms Shoes Christmas  
Gifting Fabric Ornament

Davis Cup Memorabilia  

with Stefanos Tsitsipas’  

printed signature

Membership Giveaway Pouch  
with Logo

LAST ING IMPRESS ION CURATED G IFTS

Get an idea


